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Spiritual Gems The Mystical Quran Commentary Ascribed To Imam Jafar Al
Sadiq As Contained In Sulamis Haqaig Al Tafsir From The Te Fons Vitae
Quranic Commentary
This book presents a broad philosophical study of the nature of spirituality and its relationship to human well-being, addressing an
area of contemporary philosophy that has been largely underexplored. David McPherson brings together a team of scholars to
examine the importance of specific spiritual practices (including prayer, contemplation, and ritual observance) and spiritually
informed virtues (such as piety, humility, and existential gratitude) for 'the good life'. This volume also considers and exemplifies
how philosophy itself, when undertaken as a humanistic rather than scientistic enterprise, can be a spiritual exercise and part of a
spiritual way of life. Clarifying key concepts, and engaging with major religious traditions such as Judaism, Christianity, Islam,
Buddhism, and Confucianism, this book will appeal to students and scholars from various disciplines, including theology,
sociology, and psychology, as well as to philosophers, ethicists, and other readers who are interested in modern spiritual life.
"The Varieties of Religious Experience is certainly the most notable of all books in the field of the psychology of religion and
probably destined to be the most influential [one] written on religion in the twentieth century," said Walter Houston Clark in
Psychology Today. The book was an immediate bestseller upon its publication in June 1902. Reflecting the pluralistic views of
psychologist-turned-philosopher William James, it posits that individual religious experiences, rather than the tenets of organized
religions, form the backbone of religious life. James's discussion of conversion, repentance, mysticism, and hope of reward and
fears of punishment in the hereafter--as well as his observations on the religious experiences of such diverse thinkers as Voltaire,
Whitman, Emerson, Luther, Tolstoy, and others--all support his thesis. "James's characteristic humor, his ability to put down the
pretentious and to be unpretentious, and his willingness to take some risks in his choices of ancedotal data or provocative theories
are all apparent in the book," noted Professor Martin E. Marty. "A reader will come away with more reasons to raise new questions
than to feel that old ones have been resolved."
An English translation of a seminal book on Sufism from a Shi'i perspective by an eminent Muslim thinker.
This book forms a meditation on the Holy Quran, which has been generated from within the mystical embrace of Islam. It is an
offering to the Muslim world as well as to members of other cultures and traditions who have an intellectual curiosity or a spiritual
desire to learn about Islam from within.
This book is one of the many Islamic publications distributed by Ahlulbayt Organization throughout the world in different languages
with the aim of conveying the message of Islam to the people of the world. Ahlulbayt Organization is a registered Organisation that
operates and is sustained through collaborative efforts of volunteers in many countries around the world, and it welcomes your
involvement and support. Its objectives are numerous, yet its main goal is to spread the truth about the Islamic faith in general and
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the Shi`a School of Thought in particular due to the latter being misrepresented, misunderstood and its tenets often assaulted by
many ignorant folks, Muslims and non-Muslims. For a complete list of our published books please refer to our website or send us
an email .
Recently updated and expanded, this collection of early Sufi writings, drawn from northeastern Iran, elucidates the beliefs of a
small circle of disciples called the People of Blame. Of interest to modern scholars for the contrasting beliefs of this sect with later
Sufi practices, the works—as well as the larger philosophical tenants of the People of Blame—forbid individualism while espousing
the acceptance of blame as the key to obtaining intimate knowledge of God. Other topics discussed by these early authors include
the role of Sharia laws and the embrace of poverty among the People of Blame. Recently updated and expanded, this collection of
scholarly translations of early Sufi writings, drawn from northeastern Iran, elucidates the beliefs of a small circle of disciples called
the People of Blame. Of interest to modern scholars for the contrasting beliefs of this sect with later Sufi practices, the works—as
well as the larger philosophical tenants of the People of Blame—forbid individualism while espousing the acceptance of blame as
the key to obtaining intimate knowledge of God. Other topics discussed by these early authors include the role of Sharia laws and
the embrace of poverty among the People of Blame.
This is the first major study in a Western language of Rashid al-Din Maybudi's Persian commentary on the Qur'an Kashf al-asrar
wa 'uddat al-abrar (Unveiling of Mysteries and Provision of the Righteous). Annabel Keeler explores the interplay between
scriptural exegesis and mystical doctrine in a twelfth-century Sufi commentary on the Qur'an. Previously little-known outside the
Persian-speaking world, it is increasingly recognized as a key work in the development of Sufi Qur'anic interpretation. This volume
provides invaluable background for anyone wanting to gain a deeper understanding of Persian mystical poetry and prose, and
other major works of Sufi literature. Over a decade since this book's first publication, the bibliography and notes have been
updated.
The mystical Qur’an commentary attributed by the Sufis to Imåm Ja Spiritual Gems is the first ever full translation of this important
corpus from al-Íådiq. Complete with analytical introduction and scholarly notes, the book contains detailed exposition of the
methods and levels of scriptural interpretation used in this commentary and of the cognate ontological continuity between the
levels of the human microcosm. The in-depth analysis of the exegetical comments reveals a process of subtle alchemy in keeping
with JaThe spirituality of this text is a truly mystical encounter with the truths enunciated by philosophy and religion. In addition to
surmounting temporal differences, the inner landscape of the commentary rises above formal differences; by virtue of consisting
purely of qualities, it is as relevant today as it was in earlier times.

Islam means ‘submission to God’. A Muslim is someone who has submitted to God, recognizing Muhammad as a
prophet of God. Jaico’s 366 Gems Series is the first comprehensive collection of the spiritual literature of the whole world
presented in accessible form. It is aimed at people who wish to broaden their spiritual outlook, and also at the much
larger group who have little or no attachment to a religious community, but seek spiritual wisdom. Each volume in the
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series contains major writings of one of the world’s spiritual traditions, presented in the form of an annual cycle of daily
readings. 366 Gems from Islam includes: • The life of Muhammad by Ibn Ishaq, written soon after the prophet’s death •
The Quran, received by Muhammad, which is the sacred text of Islam • Stories, poems, sayings and spiritual insights of
the Sufi mystics • Philosophical reflections of the great Arab thinkers
????? ???? ?????????? ?? ????? ??????? ??????
Covering the four dimensions of Islam as outlined in the Hadith of Gabriel--practice, faith, spirituality, and the Islamic view
of history--The Vision of Islam draws on the Koran, the sayings of the Prophet and the great authorities of the tradition.
This clearly written book introduces the essentials of each dimension and then shows how each has been embodied in
Islamic institutions throughout history.
Ibn al-'Arabi is still known as "the Great Sheik" among the surviving Sufi orders. Born in Muslim Spain, he has become
famous in the West as the greatest mystical thinker of Islamic civilization. He was a great philosopher, theologian, and
poet. William Chittick takes a major step toward exposing the breadth and depth of Ibn al-'Arabi's vision. The book offers
his view of spiritual perfection and explains his theology, ontology, epistemology, hermeneutics, and soteriology. The
clear language, unencumbered by methodological jargon, makes it accessible to those familiar with other spiritual
traditions, while its scholarly precision will appeal to specialists. Beginning with a survey of Ibn al-'Arabi's major
teachings, the book gradually introduces the most important facets of his thought, devoting attention to definitions of his
basic terminology. His teachings are illustrated with many translated passages introducing readers to fascinating byways
of spiritual life that would not ordinarily be encountered in an account of a thinker's ideas. Ibn al-'Arabi is allowed to
describe in detail the visionary world from which his knowledge derives and to express his teachings in his own words.
More than 600 passages from his major work, al-Futuhat al-Makkivva, are translated here, practically for the first time.
These alone provide twice the text of the Fusus al-hikam. The exhaustive indexes make the work an invaluable reference
tool for research in Sufism and Islamic thought in general.
Islamic ethics.
An accessible and accurate translation of the Quran that offers a rigorous analysis of its theological, metaphysical,
historical, and geographical teachings and backgrounds, and includes extensive study notes, special introductions by
experts in the field, and is edited by a top modern Islamic scholar, respected in both the West and the Islamic world.
Drawn from a wide range of traditional Islamic commentaries, including Sunni and Shia sources, and from legal,
theological, and mystical texts, The Study Quran conveys the enduring spiritual power of the Quran and offers a thorough
scholarly understanding of this holy text. Beautifully packaged with a rich, attractive two-color layout, this magnificent
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volume includes essays by 15 contributors, maps, useful notes and annotations in an easy-to-read two-column format, a
timeline of historical events, and helpful indices. With The Study Quran, both scholars and lay readers can explore the
deeper spiritual meaning of the Quran, examine the grammar of difficult sections, and explore legal and ritual teachings,
ethics, theology, sacred history, and the importance of various passages in Muslim life. With an introduction by its
general editor, Seyyed Hossein Nasr, here is a nearly 2,000-page, continuous discussion of the entire Quran that
provides a comprehensive picture of how this sacred work has been read by Muslims for over 1,400 years.
"Neither as Christians or Jews, nor simply as intellectually responsible individuals," says Hixon, "have members of
Western civilization been sensitively educated or even accurately informed about Islam." As tensions between America
and the Middle East grow, we should promote cross-cultural understanding, not violence. This new edition, with a new
foreword and commentary by Neil Douglas-Klotz, allows the reader to drink from the illuminating fountain of the Holy
Qur’an—the foundation of Islamic culture. First published in 1988, Hixon’s poetic meditations on over nine-hundred
passages from the Qur’an show that they are not relics from the past but exist in a timeless present, communicating as
vividly as when they were first uttered. Through clear and accessible language, Hixon illustrates how the teachings of
Islam can be applied to contemporary everyday life issues such as love, relationships, justice, work, and self-knowledge.
In addition to the selections themselves, the book contains readable, lively introductions to the tradition of Islam, its basic
precepts, and what it says about other religions. As the first such work in English to be written by a Muslim, The Heart of
the Qur’an continues to show that Islam is among the great wisdom traditions of humanity.
The Sufis is the best introduction ever written to the philosophical and mystical school traditionally associated with the
Islamic world.Powerful, concise, and intensely thought-provoking, it sums up over a thousand years of Eastern thought the product of some of the greatest minds humanity has ever produced - into a single work, presenting timeless ideas in
a fresh and contemporary style.When the book was originally published in 1964, it launched its author, Idries Shah, on to
the international stage, attracting the attention of thinkers and writers such as J. D. Salinger, Doris Lessing, Ted Hughes
and Robert Graves.It introduced to the Western world concepts which have subsequently become commonly accepted,
varying from the psychological importance of attention and humour, to the use of traditional tales as teaching instruments
(what Shah termed 'teaching-stories'), and the historical debt owed by the West to the Middle East in matters scientific,
literary and philosophical.As a primer for the many dozens of Sufi books that Shah later produced, it is unsurpassed,
offering a clear window onto a community whose system of thought and action has long concerned itself with the
advancement of the whole of humankind, and whose ideas about individuals and society, their purpose and direction,
need to be understood now more than ever before.
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This expansive four-volume encyclopedia presents a broad introduction to Islam that enables learning about the fundamental role
of Islam in world history and promotes greater respect for cultural diversity. • Comprises concise, jargon-free entries written by
experts in their fields, providing readers with accurate viewpoints that cut through the bias and controversies regarding most
Islamic concepts • Supplies an authoritative introduction of Islam to Western readers that addresses the subject from historical,
geographical, conceptual, and personal perspectives • Provides students with a current bibliography • Features color inserts with
16 pages of compelling images from Islam around the world in each volume
God of Love is Mirabai Starr’s passionate and personal exploration of the interconnected wisdom of the three Abrahamic faiths.
She shares an overview of essential teachings, stories of saints and spiritual masters, prophetic calls for peace and justice, and for
the first time in print, deeply engaging narratives from her own spiritual experiences. She guides readers to recognize the
teachings and practices that unify rather then divide the three religions, and sheds light on the interspiritual perspective, which
celebrates the Divine in all paths. It is Mirabai’s hope that this book will serve as a reminder that a dedication to lovingkindness is
the highest expression of faith for all three religions. EARLY REVIEWS FOR God of Love “Mirabai Starr takes us out dancing with
the One. God of Love is a confluence of the currents of Judaism, Islam and Christianity all emptying into the great ocean of Love.”
—Ram Dass, Author Be Here Now “In a time of division between people, this book — which is a masterful blend of research,
storytelling, poetry, and memoir — is like a sacred magnet, pulling on the spiritual heart of all seekers.” —Elizabeth Lesser,
Cofounder, Omega Institute; Author, Broken Open: How Difficult Times Can Help Us Grow “Mirabai Starr writes of the divine from
a luminous gene inherited by only a few. We hear The True Song in each word she attributes to the holy. It is more than just her
song; it is the Melody of the Spheres translated by an astute musician. We are always touched by the genuine in her call to the
reader to love and love well, to see with the sacred eye of beauty.” -Ondrea & Stephen Levine, Authors Embracing the Beloved
"Mirabai's book has brought me great consolation." -Daniel Berrigan, S. J. activist-priest; Author, No Gods but One “This book
brilliantly reminds us that in the heart of the Abrahamic traditions there burns a singular divine flame.” -Rev. Robert V. Thompson,
Author A Voluptuous God “A wonderful and ‘perfect’ book. Highly recommended.” -Rabbi David A. Cooper, Author God Is a Verb
“[God of Love] will expand your vision and inspire your search; I recommend it with great joy.” -Andrew Harvey, Author The Hope:
A Guide to Sacred Activism “At home in the three great Abrahamic traditions, Mirabai Starr takes us on a deeply personal journey
'Toward the One,' exploring aspects of the 'God of Love' as seen through the eyes of Jewish, Christian and Muslim mystics. This is
a book which will delight the seeker of sacred connections between these traditions and those who look forward to a day when
Jerusalem, the city shared by all these faiths, will be a house of prayer for all people." -Reb Netanel Miles-Yepez, Co-Author A
Heart Afire: Stories and Teachings of the Early Hasidic Masters
The great 13th century Muslim philosopher explores the mysteries of divine love and wisdom, using the symbolic examples of
Biblical figures, prophets and holy men, from Adam to Muhammad.
Nowhere else in the world have both Islam and Christianity been more instrumental in shaping the history of a people and their
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way of life than in Africa. African Muslims and Christians have a lot in common, including kinship ties, shared languages and
citizenship. Yet, despite the centuries of deep historical links and harmonious existence between the two religions, new challenges
threaten this harmony. Conflicts involving Christians and Muslims in places like Sudan, Nigeria and Ivory Coast are common.
These conflicts are fueled primarily by ignorance, stereotyping and prejudice, which in turn breed fear, suspicion and even hatred,
in some cases leading to violence. My Neighbour's Faith sheds light on the beliefs and teaching of Islam by addressing matters of
contemporary importance to Christians and the wider non-Muslim audience. It presents the human face of Islam--the face of a
close relative, a neighbour, a teacher and even a head of state--in a balanced and critical way that gives a credible view of Islam.
This stunning collection showcases the love poetry and mystical teachings at the heart of the Islamic tradition in accurate and
poetic original translations At a time when the association of Islam with violence dominates headlines, this beautiful collection
offers us a chance to see a radically different face of the Islamic tradition. It traces a soaring, poetic, popular tradition that
celebrates love for both humanity and the Divine as the ultimate path leading humanity back to God. Safi brings together for the
first time the passages of the Qur'an sought by the Muslim sages, the mystical sayings of the Prophet, and the teachings of the
path of "Divine love." Accurately and sensitively translated by leading scholar of Islam Omid Safi, the writings of Jalal al?Din Rumi
can now be read alongside passages by Kharaqani, 'Attar, Hafez of Shiraz, Abu Sa'id?e Abi 'l?Khayr, and other key Muslim
mystics. For the millions of readers whose lives have been touched by Rumi's poetry, here is a chance to see the Arabic and
Persian traditions that produced him.
Islam has been one of the most powerful religious, social and political forces in history. Over the last 1400 years, from origins in
Arabia, a succession of Muslim polities and later empires expanded to control territories and peoples that ultimately stretched from
southern France to East Africa and South East Asia. Yet many of the contributions of Muslim thinkers, scientists and theologians,
not to mention rulers, statesmen and soldiers, have been occluded. This book rescues from oblivion and neglect some of these
personalities and institutions while offering the reader a new narrative of this lost Islamic history. The Umayyads, Abbasids, and
Ottomans feature in the story, as do Muslim Spain, the savannah kingdoms of West Africa and the Mughal Empire, along with the
later European colonization of Muslim lands and the development of modern nation-states in the Muslim world. Throughout, the
impact of Islamic belief on scientific advancement, social structures, and cultural development is given due prominence, and the
text is complemented by portraits of key personalities, inventions and little known historical nuggets. The history of Islam and of
the world's Muslims brings together diverse peoples, geographies and states, all interwoven into one narrative that begins with
Muhammad and continues to this day.
Divine Names is a unique contribution to understanding life and oneself on a deeper level. It draws on original Arabic literature and
on the author's many year of personal practice, teaching, and guiding others on their spiritual paths to healing, to become whole. It
focuses on the use of the Divine Names in dhikr, individual meditations, and healing practices. The Sufi tradition centers on the
opening of the heart and nothing touches the heart as much as beauty. The author's unique style of writing is coupled with
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ornamental Arabic calligraphy of each of the 99 Divine Names, making a stunning tribute to this tradition. It will be enjoyed
regardless of religious beliefs.
A revised 25th anniversary edition of the classic work on Sufism that Jack Kornfield called, "A heartfelt modern illumination of the
Sufi path, filled with the fragrance of the ancients." In Sufism, the mystical branch of Islam, presence is the quality that describes a
heart-filled state of mindfulness, an experience of being conscious in the present moment. It is only in this present moment, Sufi
teachings reveal, that we can connect with the Divine, and the Divine can live through us. Kabir Helminski is one of the world's
most recognized teachers of Sufism. Named one of the "500 Most Influential Muslims" in the world by Georgetown University and
the Royal Strategic Studies Center, Helminski and his teachings are touchstones for the growth in interest in Sufism, and his
books have been translated around the world. In Living Presence, Helminski lays out the basic principles of Sufism, and how these
ideas can lead to the experience of presence. In this inspiring work, readers will learn how to cultivate presence in their lives
through: * Finding a balance between the outer stimuli of the world and our inner reactions to them * Harnessing faithfulness and
gracefulness * Learning about the parallels between ancient spiritual wisdom and modern psychological knowledge * Meditation
and contemplation to discover more meaning in daily life With unique clarity, this book describes how presence can be developed
to vastly improve our lives. Drawing on the work of the beloved Sufi poet, Rumi, as well as traditional material and personal
experience, this book integrates the ancient wisdom of Sufism with the needs of contemporary life. Completely revised and
updated for its 25th anniversary, this edition of Living Presence offers a wisdom that is both universal and practical.
Presents a collection of sayings, sermons and teachings attributed to Ali ibn Abi Talib, cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet Muhammad, and
fourth caliph.
Originally published 1987. The first part of the volume is concerned with "The Roots of the Islamic Tradition and Spirituality". These are seen
to include the Qu’ran as the central theophany of Islam, the Prophet who received the word of God and made it known to mankind and the
rites of Islam. The second part examines the divisions of the Islamic community with their distinctive pieties and emphases: Sunnism and
Shi’ism and female spirituality. Part III is devoted to Sufism – its nature and origin, its early development, its various spiritual practices and its
science of the soul.
The Qur'an is the foundational sacred text of the Islamic faith. Traditionally revered as the literal word of God, its pronouncements and
discussions form the bedrock of Islamic beliefs and teachings. Notwithstanding its religious pre-eminence and the fact that it is the sacred text
for over one billion of the world's Muslims, the Qur'an is also considered to be the matchless masterpiece of the Arabic language. Its historical
impact as a text can be discerned in all aspects of the heritage of the Arabic literary tradition. Over recent decades, academic engagement
with the Qur'an has produced an impressive array of scholarship, ranging from detailed studies of the text's unique language, style and
structure, to meticulous surveys of its contents, concepts and historical contexts. The Oxford Handbook of Qur'anic Studies is an essential
reference and starting point for those with an academic interest in the Qur'an. It offers not only detailed reviews of influential subjects in the
field, but also a critical overview of developments in the research discourse. It explores the tradition of Qur'anic exegesis and hermeneutics,
making it a comprehensive academic resource for the study of the Qur'an. No single volume devoted to such a broad academic survey of the
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state of the field currently exists.
Discusses the work of a central, but poorly understood, figure in the development of Persian Sufism, A?mad al-Ghaz?l?. The teachings of
A?mad al-Ghaz?l? changed the course of Persian Sufism forever, paving the way for luminaries such as R?m?, A???r, and ??fi?. Yet he
remains a poorly understood thinker, with many treatises incorrectly attributed to him and conflicting accounts in the historiographical
literature. This work provides the first examination of A?mad al-Ghaz?l? and his work in Western scholarly literature. Joseph E. B. Lumbard
seeks to ascertain the authenticity of works attributed to this author, trace the development of the dominant trends in the biographical
literature, and reconstruct the life and times of A?mad al-Ghaz?l? with particular attention to his relationship with his more famous brother,
Ab? Hamid al-Ghaz?l?. Lumbard’s findings revolutionize our understanding of A?mad al-Ghaz?l?'s writings, allowing for focus on his central
teachings regarding Divine Love and the remembrance of God.
An internationally acclaimed scholar, who has dedicated more than fifty years of her life to understanding the Islamic world.Annemarie
Schimmel examines a much-misunderstood feature of Islam: the role of women. Schimmel is critical of those--especially Western
feminists--who take Islam to task without taking the time to comprehend the cultures, language, and traditions of the many societies in which
Islam is the majority religion.Shattering stereotypes, Schimmel reconstructs an important but little-known chapter of Islamic spirituality. With
copius examples, she shows the clear equality of women and meni nthe conception of the Prophet Muhammad, the Quran, the feminine
language of the mystical tradition, and the role of holy mothers and unmarried women as manifestations of God.This work is studded with
luminous texts from Arabic, Turkish, Persian, and particularly Indo-Muslim cultures, which reveal how physical love can give expression to the
highest forms of mysticism.
The Routledge Companion to the Qur’an offers an impressive and comprehensive overview of the formative scripture of Islam. Including a
wide number of scholarly approaches to the Qur’an by both established authorities and emergent voices, the 40 chapters in this volume
represent the latest word on the academic understanding of the Muslim scripture. The Qur’an is spoken of in scholarship across disciplines; it
is the beating heart of a living community of believers; it is a work of beauty and a basis for art and culture; it is a profoundly significant
historical artifact; and it is a mysterious survivor from the Late Ancient Arabic-speaking world. This Handbook accompanies the reader into
the many worlds that the Qur’an lives in, from its ancient settings, to its internal drama, and through the 1,400 years of discussion and
debate about its meaning. Bringing diverse approaches to the Qur’an together in one volume The Routledge Companion to the Qur’an
represents the vibrancy of the field of Qur’anic Studies today. This Handbook is essential reading for students and researchers in religious
studies and Islamic studies. It will also be very useful for those in related fields, such as area studies, sociology, anthropology, and history.
Spiritual guidance from the Quran is uniquely presented in this new book for Christian spiritual directors, plus Western seekers, and students.
A featured work of Spiritual Directors International, it provides an introduction to the holy book of Islam as
The Qur'an is the sacramental foundation of prayer in Islam. Its inspirational power is perpetually renewed through being recited and
meditated upon by Muslims on a daily basis throughout their lives. This succinct monograph provides a unique contemporary insight into the
spiritual, intellectual and moral dynamics set in motion by the short Qur'anic chapters recited in their prayers by Muslims of all traditions, but
which are particularly recommended within Shi'i Islam. Dr Shah-Kazemi engages creatively with the chapters of the Qur'an, including the
'Opening' (al-Fatiha) chapter, basing his own philosophical reflections on the teachings of Imam 'Ali. He focuses in particular on the
relationship between the moral and the mystical aspects of the texts. The result is a stimulating philosophical meditation probing the depths of
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meaning comprised within the verses of a Revelation by which the spiritual quest of Muslims has constantly been inspired, nourished and
fulfilled.
The second largest branch of Islam, with between 130 and 190 million adherents across the globe, Shi'i Islam is becoming an increasingly
significant force in contemporary politics, especially in the Middle East. This makes an informed understanding of its fundamental spiritual
beliefs and practices both necessary and timely. Mohammad Ali Amir-Moezzi is one of the most distinguished scholars of Shi'i history and
theology, and in this volume he offers a wide-ranging and engaging survey of the core texts of Shi'i Islam. Examining in turn the origins and
later developments of Shi'i spirituality, t.
The definitive compendium of Sufi wisdom, 'Essential Sufism' draws together more than three hundred fables, poems and prayers that reveal
the luminous spirit of Islamic mysticism. Embracing all eras and highlighting the many faces of Sufism, this colle
A collection of Hadith by the 6th Imam on knowledge, behavior, remembrance, prayer, and fear of God.This book is one of the many Islamic
publications distributed by Ahlulbayt Organization throughout the world in different languages with the aim of conveying the message of Islam
to the people of the world. Ahlulbayt Organization (www.shia.es) is a registered Organization that operates and is sustained through
collaborative efforts of volunteers in many countries around the world, and it welcomes your involvement and support. Its objectives are
numerous, yet its main goal is to spread the truth about the Islamic faith in general and the Shi`a School of Thought in particular due to the
latter being misrepresented, misunderstood and its tenets often assaulted by many ignorant folks, Muslims and non-Muslims. Organization's
purpose is to facilitate the dissemination of knowledge through a global medium, the Internet, to locations where such resources are not
commonly or easily accessible or are resented, resisted and fought! In addition, For a complete list of our published books please refer to our
website (www.shia.es) or send us an email to info@shia.es
Describes the rituals and the material forms of the Islamic tradition
The sayings and wisdom of Imam `Ali transcend superficial differences, to reveal everlasting truths that can only serve to guide and illuminate
the seeker and traveler on his or her journey through life, as clearly, constantly, and unerringly as the Pole Star.
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